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B.A/B.Sc. 5th Semester Gfonours) Examination, 2019 (CBCS)
Subject : Mathematics

Paper: BMHSDSE23

(Boolean Algebra and Automata Theory)

Full Marks: 60
The figures in the margin indicate full marks.L'andidates are required to give"th"i, ;;;;;i;;"";;;ii o*, *ord,

as.far as pract icable.
wotatrctts ond sytnbols hat,e their usual meaning unless explained.

1. Answer arry /en questions from the following:
(a) Write regular expressions for the follou,ing language:

Time: 3 Hours

2x10=20

The set of strings over alphabet {a, b, c] containing at least one a and at least one ,.(b) Give an example ofa regular expression for the languages ofthe automation.(c) Show that the regular languages L ar" 
"lo.ed 

,nd., foll-owing operation:Min(t) = {wl w is in I but I

(d) prove that eve,, u,o,, o, u ,uL,'"lTiiiillili,1il.rj;,r,.
(e) Proye that any finite lattice is bounded.
t' 

i;.:li:#:,: 
or a poset which has exactlv one maximal eremenr bur does nor hare a

(g) Prove that in a Boolean algebra g, the elements 0 a_nd 1 are unique.t" 
il:.r.l:r",rTl'r1},ilo""'o' 

u'hich represents the follou'in-e circuir and simprifl, the

(i) In a Boolean algebra g, prove th at a + b = b implies a. b = a, for all a, b E B.c) Ler.s = {1,,2,3,4,s,6,7,8,9, 10}. Let.r <y mean rhat.r is a divisor of y. Find themadmal elements in the poset (S <).
*' 

:Hr',.T"n:|f:o* 
u' prove that a * a' = 7, and aa' =0, rbr every a € B, a, beins the

(l) Prove that the number ofelen
(m) Define..arerationp""o.il,:lTi:'"'"i,;T;,-":r..,;,;r,"rT'j'.r,,. 

b<dfor(a + ib), (c + id) e C. Verify p i, u p*af o.o". rJf;";^ "
(n) Let (.f, <) be a poset. If a, D € ., have a least upper bound then prove that it is unique.(o) Let 11 and 12 be two distinct atoms in a Boolean algebra B. Then prove th at lr.l, = e.



2. Lnswer any four questions tiom the following: 
5x4=20

(a) (i) Let L and K be lattices with 0 and I and *: y-= tx M' Show that there exists

a,b € M suchthat o n 5 = (0,0) and d v b = (1'1)'

(ii) Define a lattice homomorphism and give an example of the same with justificationst-'

(b) (i) Suppose that L is any language' not necessary regular' whose alphabet is [0J Prove

that L. is regular. 3+2=5

(ii) What is PDA (Push Down Automatax

(c) Define CFG (Context-free Grammars)' Consider the CFG G' defined by production

s -+ a s bl b s a sl e' Pttt" t;i;j is the set of al1 strings with equal numb"t * t;I::

b's.

(d) (i) LetP andQ be finite ordered set and letQ: P + Qbe a bijective map' Then prove

that the following are equivalent:

(I) Q is an order-isomorPhism'

(II) r < Y in P iff Q(x) < Q0) ln Q'

(III) x-<Y in P iff Q(x)-<Q@) in Q'

(ii) Prove that the tornpl"'ntnt of- tlement in a Boolean Algebra is unique 4+1=5

(i) A Boolean function f is detlned b:' f (x'y'z) = xy + yz * zx. Firrd the conjunctive

(7) A S H'V / M ath ematic s / B MH 5 D S E2 1' 22'2 i I 2 0

normal form of f (x, Y, z)'

(ii) Give an example of an atom in a Boolean algebra'

(fl Show that ifP is a PAD (Push Down Automata) then there is a one-state PADPI such that

N(Pr) = N(P). 
roxz=zo

Answer arly ,l,o questions from the foilowing:

(a) (i) Show that if P is PDA' then there is a PDA P2 with only two stack symbols such that

L(Pr) = 71P1'

(ii) Convert the grammar

S+0S1lA
A-+0401'sl e

to a PDA that accepts the same language by employ stack'

(e)

4+1=5

5+5=10

(b) (i) IsF = {A g N lA finite} a sub iattices of f'N)?Is F bounded? Is '(a(N) 
bounded?

(ii) In a Boolean arg"tru (8, +, .)if a*b = 0, prove that a'b' =o unu oi,'*=r*Xr*r=ro
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(c) (i) Show that the direct product of Boolean algebra is again a Boolean algebra.

(ii) Suppose that L is regular and that is recognized by a DFAM. Prove that there does not
have exactly one accepting state. 5+5=10

(d) (i) Prove that the elements of an arbitrary lattice satisfy the following inequalities:

(I) x n(yv z)> (x ny)v (x rtz)
(11) xv (y nz) < (xvy) 

^(xv 
z)

Y x,y, z in the lattice.

(ii) Let (R. , <) be the poset of all real numbers and let A = tx e IR.lr3 < 3]. Is there an

upper bound (or lower bound) of,,4? Justify your answer. (3+3)+4=10


